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Abstra t

ngerprints of the same lass before attempting exa t
mat hing.

Fingerprint lassi ation is an important indexing
method for any large s ale ngerprint re ognition system or database, as a method for redu ing the number of ngerprints that need to be sear hed when
looking for a mat hing print. Fingerprints are generally lassi ed into broad ategories based on global
hara teristi s. This paper des ribes novel methods
of lassi ation using hidden Markov models (HMMs)
Left loop
Right loop
and de ision trees to re ognize the ridge stru ture of
0.338
0.317
the print, without needing to dete t singular points.
The methods are ompared and ombined with a
standard ngerprint lassi ation algorithm and results for the ombination are presented using a standard database of ngerprint images. The paper also
des ribes a method for a hieving any level of a ura y
required of the system, by sa ri ing the eÆ ien y of
Ar h
Tented ar h
the lassi er. The a ura y of the ombination las0.037
0.029
si er is shown to be higher than that of two state-ofthe-art systems tested under the same onditions.
Figure 1: Examples of ve ngerprint
marked with ore and delta points, with
quen ies of o urren e.
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1 Introdu tion
The lassi ation of ngerprints has long been an important part of any ngerprinting system. A partition of ngerprints into groups of broadly similar patterns allows ling and retrieval of large databases of
ngerprints for qui k referen e. Currently interest in
ngerprint lassi ation is stimulated by its use in
automati ngerprint identi ation systems (AFIS).
In an AFIS, the goal is to nd a mat h for a probe
ngerprint in the database of enrolled prints, possibly numbering many millions. Classi ation is used
in an AFIS to redu e the size of the sear h spa e to
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The most widely-used system of ngerprint lassi ation is the Henry system and its variants [1℄.
Examples from ve of the main lasses of the Henry
system are shown in gure 1.
Many previous authors have developed automated
systems to lassify ngerprints, using a wide variety
of te hniques. Cappelli et al. [2℄ provide a re ent
review of a number of methods that have been used,
and se tion 8 in this paper presents results from other
authors.
Most automati systems use the Henry lasses, and
these are important for existing AFIS databases and
systems whi h require ompatibility with human lassi ations, either be ause of lega y data or be ause
some manual intervention is ne essary in the pro ess,

requiring the use of human-interpretable lasses. A
variety of approa hes to lassi ation has been tried,
the most fundamental being a synta ti analysis of
the relative positions and number of ore and delta
points in the print. The ore and delta points, shown
in gure 1, are the singular points in the ow of the
ridges. Finding these points in the image is a diÆ ult
image pro essing task, parti ularly with poor quality
images, but if found reliably, the lassi ation is simple [3, 4℄. Maio and Maltoni [5℄ use a stru tural analysis of the dire tion of ridges in the print, without
needing to nd ore and delta points. Blue et al. and
Candela et al. [6, 7℄ use the ore lo ation to entre
their representation s heme whi h is based on a prinipal omponents analysis (PCA) of ridge dire tions,
and they then use a variety of lassi ers. Hali i and
Ongun [8℄ similarly use PCA-proje ted, ore- entred
ridge dire tions, but lassi ed with a self-organizing
map; and Jain et al. [9℄ also use the ore for translation invarian e, using a Gabor lter representation
and a k -Nearest Neighbour lassi er.
For situations where there is no need to use existing lasses, some resear hers have developed systems
whi h rely on ma hine-generated lasses, or dispense
with lasses all together, and use ` ontinuous' lassiation [2, 10, 8, 11℄. Here the riterion is not adheren e to the Henry lasses, but merely onsisten y
among lassi ations of di erent prints from the same
nger. Fingerprints are represented by points in a
feature spa e on whi h some distan e measure is dened. Test ngerprints are mat hed against all those
in the database falling within some radius of the test
print. By in reasing the radius, lassi ation an be
made arbitrarily a urate, redu ing errors by in reasing the size of the sear h spa e and hen e sear h time.
Continuous lassi ation holds the prospe t of irumventing the diÆ ult and restri tive Henry lassiation problem, and has produ ed the best results of
re ent years, but has disadvantages, besides the uninterpretability mentioned above. Using Henry lasses,
the portions of the database that must be sear hed
are always the same, allowing for rigid segmentation
of the database and a priori design of the sear h
strategy. A ontinuous system presents an entirely
di erent subset of the database for every mat hing
operation, ompli ating and slowing the mat hing.
This paper des ribes a ombination of novel approa hes to ngerprint lassi ation using the Henry
system. The system des ribed has been designed to
operate on both rolled and `dab' ngerprints, where
some of the stru tural information used by other systems (su h as the delta position) may not be available in the ngerprint image. The system des ribed
has been tested on the NIST Spe ial database 4 [12℄

database of ngerprint images and results are presented. Further, a method of measuring the eÆ ien y
of a lassi ation algorithm is des ribed, allowing a
prin ipled omparison of this algorithm with previous published works. Finally a method for a hieving
arbitrary a ura y is des ribed, allowing the Henry
lassi er to be used with the exibility of ontinuous
lassi ers. This method trades o a ura y against
lassi er eÆ ien y allowing an imperfe t lassi er to
be used in a real-world system, while retaining all the
advantages of a traditional Henry system.
The approa h taken here is of a ombination of
lassi ers ea h using di erent features and with different errors on test data. Two novel lassi ers
are des ribed, using two-dimensional hidden Markov
models (HMMs) and de ision trees. In addition
to showing that these lassi ers perform well on
the lassi ation problem, and without the need for
ore/delta information, this paper shows that the
ombination of lassi ers provides a way forward for
the improvement of ngerprint lassi ation, in the
same way as re ent improvements in isolated handwritten hara ter re ognition performan e have been
largely brought about not by better lassi ers but
by ombinations of di erent lassi ers. The lassiers are tested in isolation and in ombination with
the Probabilisti Neural Network lassi er and pseudoridge tra er from the PCASYS system des ribed
by Candela et al. [7℄. The experiments are all performed on dis rete, Henry lassi ation, but the system ould be extended to ontinuous lassi ation or
lassi ation with unsupervised lustering, using su h
te hniques as unsupervised K-means HMM lustering [13℄.
The following se tions des ribe the HMM lassier (previously des ribed in [14℄), the de ision tree
lassi er, and PCASYS lassi ers. In se tion 5, lassi ation based upon the outputs of these lassi ers
is then des ribed as well as ombining the lassi ers
to improve a ura y. Se tion 6 des ribes a measure
of eÆ ien y of the lassi er, and shows how arbitrary
eÆ ien y an be a hieved. Se tion 7 presents results
for the lassi ers and their ombinations, and results
are ompared with previously published results in se tion 8.

2 Classi ation by
Markov model

hidden

Hidden Markov models are a form of sto hasti nite state automaton well suited to pattern re ognition and su essfully applied to spee h re ognition
[15, 16℄ and other problems. They are appropriate

to the problem posed here be ause of their ability 2.2 Feature extra tion
to lassify patterns based on a large quantity of features, whose number is variable and whi h have er- Given the skeleton image of the ridges, parallel dutain types of underlying stru ture, espe ially if that ial lines are lain a ross the image at an angle , as
stru ture results in stationarity of the feature distri- shown in gure 2, and ea h one followed in turn. For
butions over some spatial or temporal period. Su h
stru ture is found in ngerprints, where ridge orientations, spa ings and urvatures are, for the most
part, only slowly varying a ross the print. In a ngerprint the basi lass information an be inferred from
synta ti analysis of singular points, but an also be
seen in the general pattern of the ridges | the way a
non-expert human would lassify prints. The HMM
is able to statisti ally model the di erent stru tures
of the ridge patterns by a umulations of eviden e
a ross the whole print, without relying on singular
point extra tion.

2.1 Ridge extra tion

Figure 2: A sample ngerprint showing horizontal
The system deals with ngerprint images stored as du ial lines. ( = 0)
arrays of grey levels and obtained with a s anner
or amera devi e | either from an inked ngerprint ea h interse tion of a du ial line with a ridge, a feaon paper, or as a `live-s an' dire tly from the nger. ture is generated. Ea h feature onsists of a number
For mu h of the work in this paper, the NIST-4 [12℄ of measurements, hosen to hara terise the ridge bedatabase of rolled ngerprint images has been used, haviour and its development at the interse tion point:
sin e this provides a large number (4000) of ngerprints with asso iated lass labels. In addition part 1. the distan e sin e the last interse tion;
2. the angle of interse tion;
of the NIST-9 database has been used.
The features provided to the re ognizer are based 3. the hange in angle sin e the last interse tion;
on the hara teristi s of the interse tions of ridges 4. the urvature of the ridge at the interse tion.
with a set of du ial lines that are lain a ross the n- The angle features (2) an be seen to ontain simigerprint image. To nd the ridge lo ations, a number lar information to the oarse dire tion eld al ulated
of image pro essing te hniques are used [17℄, summa- in the prepro essing stages of this system and used
rized as follows:
by other systems as the feature set for lassi ation
[7℄. However, this representation allows a higher res1. initial segmentation; The PCASYS algorithm for
olution representation of the ngerprints, and allows
extra ting a entral ngerprint region from a full more information to be represented (e.g. ridge spa rolled print is used on prints from the NIST-9 ing and urvature). Further measurements ould also
database. NIST-4 is already segmented at this be taken at ea h point.
level.
The measurements of ea h feature are termed a
frame and the frames, Rik for the ith du ial line
2. smoothing;
3.
nding the predominant dire tion in ea h of an are olle tively termed a row, Ri , whose ordering is
preserved. For ea h orientation  of du ial lines, a
array of blo ks overing the image;
separate
representation R = fRi ; 8ig of the print is
4. segmenting the image into the area of the print
(foreground ) and the unwanted ba kground, obtained. In this resear h, only horizontal andh verbased on the strength of dire tionality found in ti val lines have been used, giving features R and
R respe tively, but other angles may allow further
ea h blo k;
information to be aptured.
5. applying dire tional lters to highlight the ridges
and dete t pixels that are parts of ridges;
2.3 Hidden Markov models
6. thinning the ridge image so that ea h ridge is
left represented by an eight- onne ted, one-pixel- Typi ally HMMs are one-dimensional stru tures suitwide line termed the skeleton .
able for analyzing temporal data. Here, the data are

two dimensional, but the pro ess of feature extra tion an also be des ribed as a one dimensional array
of one-dimensional row pro esses. Thus we an apply
a `two dimensional hidden Markov model', similar to
that of Agazzi et al. [18℄ whi h onsists of a nesting
of row models within whole-print models as shown in
gure 3.
S11
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skipped. This e e tively onstrains the initial state
distribution P (Sij0 ).
The frame emission probabilities are modelled with
mixtures of diagonal ovarian e, multivariate Gaussian distributions. Thus for any frame Rik , it is possible to al ulate the likelihood P (Rik jSijk ) of it o urring in any state Sijk . With these likelihoods, for
any row model, the likelihood of any row an be approximated by the maximum likelihood of any state
sequen e aligning the features and states al ulated
as a produ t of frame likelihoods and transition probabilities for the state sequen e:
P (Ri jMj )



max P (Ri0 jSij0 )P (Sij0 )

YS P (R
ij

k

j

j

ik Sijk )P (Sijk Sijk

(1)
1

)

The models are initialized by using an equal-length
alignment
with the frames evenly distributed a ross
S31
the states of the model. After estimating the initial
parameter values, using smooth equal-length alignment [19℄, Viterbi alignment is used to nd the maximum likelihood alignment of frames with states,
Figure 3: A s hemati of the two-dimensional stru - whi h is used for retraining. Around two iterations of
ture of the HMM, showing three row models of ve training are ne essary to a hieve good lassi ation
states ea h, forming a global model for a single lass. performan e.
Row 3

For lassi ation, a model M is onstru ted for
ea h lass, , and the maximum likelihood lass is The global model is the same as a row model, ex ept
hosen after al ulating the probability of the data that its states are row models, and its frames are
whole rows. Thus for ea h model :
R given the model: argmax P (RjM ).
2.3.2

2.3.1

Row modelling

To simplify the analysis of the model, rst onsider
a row model modelling a single row of ngerprint
data. Ea h row model Mi is a onventional HMM
and onsists of a number of states, whi h model
the small, stationary regions in a row. Any row
Ri , is assumed to have been generated by the row
automaton transiting from state to state, produ ing the frames in the observed order at ea h transition, with Sijk being the k th state in the sequen e
whereby Mi produ es Ri (k orresponds to time in a
temporal HMM). The state transitions are ontrolled
by probabilities P (Sijk jSijk 1 ) trained with ertain
onstraints: the state must monotoni ally in rease
Sijk  Sijk0 for k > k 0 and it is possible to skip states
at the edge of the print. Be ause of the nature of
the printing pro ess whereby, espe ially for dabs, it
is to be expe ted that edge regions of the ngerprint
will be missing but the entral regions will always be
present, only states at the edge of the print may be

Global model

P (RjM )



max P (R0 jMS00 )P (MS00 )

YS0 P (R jM 0 )P (S0 jS0
k

k

Sk

k

(2)

k 1 );

where S 0 is an alignment spe ifying whi h row model
MSk0 models the row of data Rk .

2.4 Multiple HMM lassi ers
For ea h orientation of du ial lines, a separate lassier an be made. Sin e the errors of the di erent lassi ers will be di erent, a ombination of their s ores
may yield a better a ura y. Denoting by Mh , Mv
the lass models trained with verti al and horizontal features respe tively, and assuming independen e,
the likelihood of the data is written as:
P (Rh ; Rv jC )  P (Rh jMh )P (Rv jMv ):

(3)

Fusion of multiple lassi ers is treated in more detail
in se tion 5.3.

3 De ision tree lassi ers
To provide a supplementary lassi ation, hopefully
urve
giving un orrellated errors, another type of features
top
has been extra ted and lassi ed with a de ision tree
approa h. Su h de ision trees are built using te hniques based upon those of Amit et al. [20℄. These
left
authors ta kled a number of problems in luding that
of digit re ognition | lassifying images of the digits
PSfrag repla ements
`0' to `9'.
The te hnique used by Amit et al. for onstru ting de ision trees involves the generation of a large
right
number of simple features. Ea h feature in isolation
bottom
urve
urve
provides little information about the lassi ation deision, for example, the existen e of an edge at a parti ular lo ation in an image may give little lue as to
the digit's identity. However, ombinations of su h Figure 4: A single ridge showing the extra ted feafeatures an represent mu h important information tures for the de ision tree: urvature maximum and
needed to make an a urate lassi ation de ision. left, right, bottom and top turning points.
Amit et al. des ribe a pro edure for making de ision
trees by growing questions based upon su h ombidy
nations of simple features.
points ( dx
ds = 0 or ds = 0 for a ridge represented as
The pro edure has been adopted here for nger- the parametri
urve (x(s); y (s)), and distinguished
print lassi ation, and involves an initial feature ex- by the sign of the se ond derivative). Some examtra tion phase, followed by question building whi h ple features are shown in gure 4. For ea h feature
reates informative questions assisting in lassi a- the feature type and lo ation (in pixels at 500dpi) is
tion. These omplex questions are ombined in a hier- re orded. These features are all based on lo al omar hi al manner to form de ision trees whi h are used putations on the ridges, and again avoid the extra for lassi ation. Be ause the trees are onstru ted tion of global features su h as ore and delta points.
sto hasti ally, trees onstru ted for the same problem Again they are invariant to translation and to small
have di erent performan es and as is ommon with amounts of rotation. These features are also approde ision tree lassi ers, multiple trees are ombined priate for the lassi ation of dabs, sin e the majority
to give the nal lassi ation.
of features in a rolled print also o ur in the region
typi ally imaged in a dab.

3.1 Feature extra tion

This se ond lassi er was designed to give a se ond
opinion on the lassi ation of a ngerprint image.
For this purpose, the errors in lassi ation should be
as un orrelated as possible with those made by the
HMM, thus a di erent set of features was generated
for this lassi ation method. Again the motivation
is to onsider distributed information from a ross the
ngerprint without extra tion of singular points. Beause the lass information is impli it in the shapes of
ridges, features that are easily and reliably extra ted,
and whi h en ode the ridge shape in a simple, on ise
manner were hosen.
The initial prepro essing used is identi al to that
of the HMM lassi er, up to the extra tion of ridges
(se tion 2.1), but instead of taking features at interse tions with du ial lines, features are generated
at salient points on the ridges. The features onsist
of urvature maxima and four axis-parallel turning

3.2 De ision trees
A binary de ision tree is onstru ted as a hierar hy
of binary questions [21℄. Questions are logi al statements about the features that may be present in the
ngerprint, and about the relations between those
features; for a given ngerprint a question is either
true or false. At the `top' level, ea h test sample is
asked the rst question. A ording to the test sample
data, the question returns either true or false, and the
bran h to the se ond-level is determined. On whi h
ever bran h is hosen, a se ond level question is asked,
and a further bifur ation is indu ed. In this way, ea h
test sample des ends the tree, by a route dependent
on its features, and arrives at a leaf node. Leaf nodes
are labelled a ording to the lasses of the test data
that arrived there. In a simple lassi ation problem, leaf nodes will be pure | i.e. re eive only training samples from a single lass, and the unambiguous

lassi ation of any test sample arriving there would
be the lass of the training data at that node. For
more omplex problems, the leaf nodes ontain mixed
data, and the test data is labelled with a probability
distribution a ross the lasses.
Figure 5 shows a small de ision tree with two levels.
Ea h of the three nodes of the tree ontains a question
of the form spe i ed in se tion 3.3. At ea h node,
and at the leaves, a lass histogram with four lasses
is shown, indi ating the redu tion in entropy as the
tree is traversed. The root node has all lasses equally
likely, with no dis rimination, and the other nodes
have su essively stronger dis rimination between the
lasses.

3.3 Questions

be redu ed in one of two ways. Firstly, a feature an
be added. In this ase, a random feature type is hosen and added to the list. A random relation is hosen
to relate it to a randomly hosen feature already in
the list. Se ondly, if there are two or more features in
the question, and some pair has no relation between
them, then an additional relation an be added to the
question between any pair of features that are as yet
unrelated.
When adding a relation is not possible, a feature is
added. Otherwise, a random hoi e is made, biased
towards adding a relation, sin e this keeps the number of features lower, limiting the dimensionality of
the sear h spa e for answering questions, and making
testing faster.
Having arrived at a question whi h hannels approximately half the data to ea h of the `yes' and `no'
sides, the question is evaluated. The measure of the
e e tiveness of a question is the hange of entropy in
the distributions before and after applying the question. Classes at the root node have high entropy,
but the leaf nodes should have very low entropy (be
`purer'). The relative entropy of the output distributions for a node is omputed for many randomly onstru ted, andidate questions and the question with
the highest entropy hange is hosen.
A tree is re ursively onstru ted until the leaves
are pure or until a maximum depth (typi ally 7) is
rea hed. Figure 6 shows the e e t of varying the
depth of the trees and the number of trees used. Multiple trees are merged by multiplying the leaf node
distributions lass-by- lass as in se tion 2.4.

A question onsists of a list of required features and
a set of relations between them, in the same manner
as those of Amit et al. Ea h feature is spe i ed as
one of the ve features des ribed above (four turning
points and urvature maximum). Relations are all of
the form `x is dire tion of y ' where dire tion is one
of North, South, East, West. Optionally a question
an also impose a distan e limit | that the feature
must be within a ertain distan e. Experimentation
led us to use two distan e bands: features within 0.1"
and features within 0.2". An example question may
spe ify that there is a maximum of urvature East of a
lower turning point whi h is itself East of, and within
0.2" of, a maximum of urvature. Other questions
are shown in the nodes of gure 5. Questions are
onstru ted in su h a way that every feature is related
to at least one feature in the feature list, and so that
every pair of features an have at most one relation. 4 PCASYS
Given a new print, the print an be tested by a
sear h that determines if the question an be ful lled Candela et al. [7℄ have des ribed a ngerprint lasby the features of the print.
si er alled PCASYS whi h is based upon a probabilisti neural network (PNN) lassifying features
onsisting of prin ipal- omponent proje ted orienta3.4 Question onstru tion
tion ve tors. The orientations of the ridges taken in
During tree onstru tion questions are onstru ted a 28  30 grid of points around the ore are redu ed
randomly as follows:
in dimensionality with prin ipal omponents analysis. The resulting 64-dimensional ve tors are lassi1. Sele t any feature lass as the rst feature
ed with the PNN. They have published results and
2. Test the data separation. If more than 2=3 of made their software available, making possible a realtraining data at this node reply yes, re ne the isti omparison with this system. Lumini et al. [10℄
question and repeat this step. If less than 1=3 have used this software and extended it to provide
reply yes, dis ard this question and onstru t a ontinuous lassi ation. To provide an alternative
new question. Otherwise, evaluate the question. lassi ation method and an enhan ed ombination
lassi er, PCASYS has been tested on the same testRe ning the question onsists of adding extra re- ing data as lassi ed by the HMM and de ision tree
stri tions, whi h inevitably make a `yes' answer less lassi ers. Results are presented for PCASYS alone
likely. The proportion of samples answering `yes' an and in ombination with the other lassi ers.

0: left turn
1: top turn
0 W of 1

Yes

No
0: minutia
1: max curv
2: right turn
0 E of 1; 1 S of 2

0: max curv
1: top turn
0 N of 1
Yes

No

Yes

No

Figure 5: A two-level de ision tree, showing hypotheti al lass distributions at ea h node. Ea h node has a
question formed of a list of feature types that must be present and a list of relationships between them that
must be true for the question to return `yes'.

5 Postpro essing &
ombination
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Depth 4
Depth 5
Depth 6
Depth 7
Depth 8
Depth 9
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Given the raw lassi ers presented above, a number
of steps must be taken to apply the lassi ers to a test
set. The following se tions des ribe using lass priors
to enhan e lassi er a ura y, weighting the results
to predi t behaviour on true test sets and methods
for the ombination of multiple lassi ers.

Error rate %
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18
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5.1 Class priors
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lassi er

Be ause the lasses that are used are not equal in frequen y of o urren e, al ulating the posterior probability of a lass given the data requires the produ t
Number of trees
of the data likelihood given the lass and the prior
Figure 6: Raw error rates (no priors, unweighted) probability of the lass:
plotted against number of trees for the de ision tree
P ( jR) / P (RjM )P ( ):
(4)
lassi er tested on the NIST-4 test set, using averages of di erent numbers of trees, for trees built to
di erent depths. Error bars in the error rate estimate The lass priors have been estimated by Wilson et al.
[22℄ on 222 million ngerprints. (The proportions are
are shown for the depth 6 ase.
0.037, 0.338, 0.317, 0.029, 0.279 for ar h, left loop,
right loop, tented ar h and whorl respe tively).
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PCASYS in orporates a pseudoridge tra er whi h
dete ts upward urving ridges and is able to orre tly
identify some whorl prints, but provides no information to distinguish among the other lasses. This effe tively penalizes the other lasses when returning a
`yes' answer. PCASYS also exploits prior information
to improve its a ura y (see se tion 5.1).

5.2 Class weighting
Sin e the NIST-4 database (and orrespondingly the
test set used here) has equal numbers of prints from
ea h lass, to obtain a good estimate of the true testondition a ura y, the results must be weighted a ording to the true frequen ies of o urren e, using
the same pro edure as Wilson et al. [22℄. Otherwise,

a lassi er good at re ognizing ar hes, whi h are rare,
would appear better on this test set than in the real
world, or on a representative test set where this ability is rarely alled upon.

5.3 Classi er ombination
Four lassi ers ( ounting the PCASYS pseudoridge
lassi er) are available in this work. Ea h by itself is
apable of lassifying ngerprints with a limited a ura y. However, ea h lassi er uses di erent features
and methods, so the errors produ ed by ea h lassi er
should be somewhat un orrelated. In this situation,
ombining the results of the lassi ers should produ e
an improved lassi er with lower error rate. Many
other authors have ta kled the problems of de ision
fusion, and here we take two simple approa hes.
5.3.1

Linear likelihood fusion

The rst method of ombination is a probabilisti
approa h sin e the output of ea h lassi er is a probability distribution P ( jRi ) a ross the lasses .
Stri tly speaking, if ea h lassi er gave a true probability out, and with N independent lassi ers operating on features Ri , the posterior probability would
be:
P(

jR1 ; : : : ; RN ) / P ( )

Y P (Rij ):
i

(5)

all the lassi ers are ombined in a neural network,
trained to output the true lass on the training set.
Additionally four estimates of the ngerprint quality
[23℄ are supplied to the network, though their e e t
is not signi ant. Training uses a momentum-based
weight update s heme and Softmax outputs [24℄, giving an output lass probability distribution. Training samples are weighted to simulate a uniform prior,
and the output probabilities are multiplied by the
lass prior 5.1 when testing. Separate networks are
trained to ombine the HMM and de ision tree, or to
ombine all four lassi ers. To generate enough training data for the neural network, the rst half of the
NIST-4 database was supplemented with 5400 prints
from the NIST-9 database (Volume 2, CDs 1,2,3).

6 Classi er eÆ ien y
Sin e the purpose of a ngerprint lassi er is to partition large ngerprint databases, in addition to the
lassi ation a ura y | the proportion of lassi ations that give the orre t lass | the lassi ation
eÆ ien y must also be onsidered. Sin e many authors use di erent lasses, a onsistent measure of
eÆ ien y, as des ribed here is essential for the omparison of results. An eÆ ien y measure also permits
the evaluation of reje tion and ba king-o strategies
des ribed in se tion 6.2.
The lassi ation eÆ ien y an be onsidered as
a measure of redu tion of sear h spa e. In pra ti e,
the proportion of the database to be sear hed will
vary with ea h query, so over a test set, the average
eÆ ien y an be al ulated as:

However, in pra ti e, the probabilities are orrelated
and have varying reliabilities. The HMM probabilities are the produ t of many orrelated probabilities,
and the PNN already in orporates prior information.
To orre t for these e e ts, weights wi are introdu ed
Number of mat hes required with no lassi er
to balan e the lassi er ombination. Working in the Number of mat hes required when lassi er is used ; (7)
log domain, with normalization onstant k :
where an exhaustive 1:many mat h against a
log P ( jR1 ; : : : ; RN ) = k + log P ( ) +
wi P (Ri j ) database of N prints is ounted as N mat hes. If
i
a perfe t lassi er is used to lassify M prints prior
(6) to mat hing against a database of N prints, any of
For
simple
lassi ation,
the
lass the MP test prints in lass (whi h o urs with
argmax log P ( jR1 ; : : : ; RN ) is hosen as the probability P ) need only be tested against the NP
orre t answer. Finding the weights wi , however, is database prints of lass . Thus the total number of
a diÆ ult problem. Estimation of weights by line mat hes required is now
NMP 2 instead of NM .
sear hes on the training set fails to generalize well to The eÆ ien y of a perfe t lassi er using these lasses
the test set, so the following trained approa h was is thus 1 . Using the ve NIST-4 lasses and the
P2
used, whi h is found to a hieve a ura ies lose to
those obtained when optimizing linear weights by frequen ies of se tion 5.1, this gives an eÆ ien y of
3.39. Merging ar h and tented ar h lasses only reline sear h on the test set.
du es the eÆ ien y to 3.37, sin e this distin tion so
rarely needs to be made. As an be seen, the im5.3.2
Neural network fusion
balan e of the lass priors makes the eÆ ien y signifThe se ond fusion approa h is to use a ba kpropaga- i antly lower than would be obtained with ve equally
tion neural network. Here the lass probabilities for frequent lasses (an eÆ ien y of 5). In pra ti e the

X

P

P

eÆ ien y of a fallible lassi er will deviate from this re tly from the `top- hoi e only' to the `don't know'
value | for instan e a lassi er whi h onsistently answer without allowing as ri h a lassi ation.
mistakes all prints for ar hes will have an eÆ ien y
The eÆ ien y of the lassi er when allowing
of 15 (1/0.066).
ba king-o is now:

PMmMNmN

6.1 Alternate lasses
NIST-4 provides alternate lass labels for 17.5% of
the prints [12, p.8℄, but these are ignored in this
work, a lassi ation being deemed orre t only if
it mat hes the primary lass label. Allowing mat hes
with the alternate label too would in rease the re ognition rates but would lower the eÆ ien y of the lassi er, sin e su h prints when enrolled would have to
be stored twi e (under both lasses) in our database
resulting in extra sear hes every time the se ondary
lass was sear hed.

6.2 Ba king o
Previous lassi ation works have quoted error rates
that would be una eptable in real-world systems. It
is lear that a ura y an be traded o for eÆ ien y
| sear hing more than just the top one lass will
give higher a ura y but lower eÆ ien y [25℄. If a reliable measure of on den e in the lassi er's answer
is available, it is possible to devise methods to adjust
the relian e on the lassi er answer, when that lassi ation is un ertain, and thus redu ing the number
of errors made. Some lassi ers [7℄ have used a reje tion me hanism, whi h improves the a ura y at the
ost of not pruning the sear h with those prints that
are reje ted. This se tion proposes a more omplex
s heme to allow gra eful and eÆ ient `ba king-o ' of
lassi er relian e based on a likelihood ratio on den e measure.
It is lear that if the likelihoods for the top two
lasses are very di erent, then the lassi er an be
onsidered to be more ` on dent' in its answer than
if the two likelihoods are similar (when it would only
take a small perturbation to hange the ranks of the
answers). Thus, the likelihood ratio of the top two
answers is examined. If this is less than an empiri ally determined threshold, then the top hoi e is
deemed to be not on dent and the top two lasses
are jointly returned as the answer (in reasing the proportion of the database subsequently sear hed by the
1:many mat her). Similarly, the likelihood ratio of
the se ond and third hoi es is ompared to a threshold to allow ba king o to three lasses. Repeating
the pro edure, if all the likelihoods are similar, the
lassi er will return a \don't know" answer, and all
lasses must be sear hed. More traditional reje tion
strategies (e.g. [22℄) use a riterion to ba k o di-

(8)

=1

where m ; 1  m  0 is the proportion of the
database sear hed for query print m.
Adjusting the likelihood ratio threshold allows arbitrary a ura y to be obtained. A large threshold
would give a null lassi er with 100% a ura y but an
eÆ ien y of one. A threshold of zero would give the
basi top-one a ura y and maximum eÆ ien y (3.37
for the 4 lass problem). Adjusting the threshold allows us to set the overall lassi er a ura y to that
deemed ne essary for the whole system. However, it
should be noted that this arbitrary lassi ation a ura y is a hieved within the ontext of a Henry lassi ation system where the portions of the database
to be sear hed will always onform to the Henry lassi ations, and thus allow the database partitioning
and sear h to be designed to operate on prior knowledge, not having to ope with dynami ally hanging
subsets as in ontinuous lassi ation.
In fa t the eÆ ien y loss (i.e. extra sear h time)
of sear hing the next lass is dependent on the frequen y of that lass, so a more advan ed ba king-o
algorithm should take this into a ount to a hieve a
better trade-o of a ura y for eÆ ien y.

7 Results
Following the pra ti e of Jain et al. [9℄, the system
has been trained and tested on the NIST-4 database
of ngerprint images. The training set was omposed of the rst 2000 prints and the test set was the
remaining 2000 prints from NIST-4 (1000 pairs, so
no test prints had orresponding prints in the training data). The primary lass labels given with the
databases were used, but sin e the eÆ ien y is hardly
a e ted, the lassi er was only trained to distinguish
four lasses, treating ar h and tented ar h as idential. Table 1 shows the error rates for various ombinations of lassi ers. All results presented in this
table are weighted, as in se tion 5.2, to simulate the
natural frequen ies of o urren e of the ngerprint
lasses.
Table 2 shows the onfusion matrix for the fourlassi er neural network fusion with priors, but without the lass weighting, and shows the distribution
of mis lassi ations and the error rate for ea h of the
four lasses used.

6
5

Top only
Backing off
FBI target
Jain et al.
PCASYS

4

Error %

Classi er
Error (%)
HMM Horizontal (Rh ) features PSfrag repla
20.8ements
HMM Verti al (Rv ) features
13.8
HMM Both with prior
12.8
DT with prior
14.4
HMM + DT + prior
9.0
PCASYS (PNN only)
8.5
PCASYS (PNN + Pseudoridge)
6.1
HMM +DT +PCASYS (no prior)
6.8
HMM +DT +PCASYS (prior)
5.1

3

2
Table 1: Error rates, testing di erent ombinations of
the lassi ers des ribed in this paper. The HMM las1
Combination
si er used here has 8 rows of 8 states ea h and uses
a
01
shared pool of 200 Gaussians with 4-dimensional fea1.5
3
3.5
2
2.5
EÆ ien y
tures. The de ision tree (DT) lassi er is a mixture
of 30 trees, ea h with seven levels. The three ombi- Figure 7: A graph of error rate against eÆ ien y,
nation results use a neural network. The PCASYS for the ombination des ribed here. The urve shows
PNN+Pseudoridge lassi er result uses a heuristi the trade-o of eÆ ien y against error rate for a vaombination [7℄ whi h in orporates the priors.
riety of likelihood ratio thresholds. Other algorithms
tested under the same onditions are also plotted,
along with the FBI performan e target.
True
Assigned Class
Error
Class A/T W
L
R
Rate
A/T
637
5 66 112 22.3%
W
0 384
4 14
4.5%
uniformly distributed a ross the database, the eÆL
10
2 370
4
4.2%
ien y of the ombined system is
R
8
2
2 380
3.1%
Er = E (1  ) + ;
(9)
Table 2: Confusion matrix for the NIST-4 test set
(without reweighting). The table shows the assigned where E is the natural eÆ ien y using a lassi er
lasses for ngerprints falling into ea h of the true returning a single lass. (This is the value plotted in
lasses, and a per- lass error rate. PSfrag repla ements gure 8 where appropriate.)

8 Previous results

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
1

Error %

Figure 7 shows the trade-o between error rate and
eÆ ien y obtainable by varying the likelihood ratio
used for ba king o .

Ohteru
Rao
Kawagoe
Blue
Wilson
Candela-5
Candela-PNN
Candela-reject
Pal
Fitz
Karu-NIST4
Karu-NIST9
Jain
Halici
Cappelli
Lumini
Combination NIST-4

Table 3 shows the results a hieved by a number of
ngerprint lassi ation systems that have previously
been published. These points are plotted in gure 8
along with the urve of possible operating points for
the ombination presented here and the ontinuous
systems of Lumini et al. [2, 10℄ and Hali i and Ongun
2.5
3.5
4
1.5
2
3
[8℄. For ea h system the eÆ ien y of the lassi er is
EÆ ien y
shown with the orresponding error rate. In some
ases, authors have used reje tion strategies where a Figure 8: A graph of error rate against eÆ ien y for
proportion  of prints are reje ted, making the iden- a number of published algorithms.
ti ation system sear h the whole database (with an
eÆ ien y of 1). Assuming these reje ted prints are

Authors & Year
Ohteru et al. 1974 [3℄
Rao & Bal k 1980 [26℄
Kawagoe & Tojo 1984 [27℄
Wilson et al. 1993 [22℄
Blue et al. 1994 [6℄
Candela et al. 1995 [7℄
PNN only
Pal & Mitra 1996 [28℄
Fitz & Green 1996 [29℄
Karu & Jain 1996 [4℄

Hali i & Ongun 1996 [8℄
Jain et al. 1999 [9℄

Classes
3
6
7
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
4
4
4
4
ontinuous
4

EÆ ien y
1.95
3.9
2.6
3.39
3.39
3.39
3.39
3.39
3.6
1.95
3.37
3.37
3.37
3.37
3.33
3.37

Error %
14
8.3
8.5
4.6
7.2
7.8
3.6
9.5
18+
15
7.0
9.4
6.1
8.6
4.0
5.2

Reje t

10
10

10%
10%
10%
1.8 %

Test set
102 good quality
60
94
weighted 2000 NIST-4
weighted 2000 NIST-4
2700 NIST-14
2700 NIST-14
2700 NIST-14
45 (training set)
40
4000 NIST-4 (priors)
4000 NIST-4 (priors)
4000 NIST-4
4000 NIST-9
250 NIST
se ond half of NIST 4

Table 3: A omparison of published ngerprint lassi ation methods

8.1 Comparison
Be ause of the estimation of eÆ ien y in the ase
of reje tion, and be ause of the wide range of testing onditions previously used, the gure and table
present results whi h are not always dire tly omparable. In parti ular, the error rate of the PCASYS
system is 7.8% under the onditions des ribed by
Candela et al. [7℄. However, when their software is
run on this test set and s oring in a manner onsistent
with the results presented here, with lass weighting,
the error rate was 6.1% (11.4% without weighting),
a gure to whi h the results of the ombined lassier here should be ompared. Similarly Jain et al.
quote an a ura y of 5.2% with 1.8% reje tion, but
if the data from the onfusion matrix [9, table 3℄ are
s ored using the lass frequen ies found in real data
(Figure 1), the a ura y is 6.2%1 . These two are
the only systems for whi h truly omparable results
were available. Table 4 shows the error rates for the
uniform testing onditions and these are plotted in
gure 7.
One limitation of some previous works is simply
that little an be inferred from the results presented
when the test sets are so small or where the test set is
not truly independent of the training set. For example [28℄ derive the test set from the training set using
1 A weighted average of the lass error rates 7.4%, 7.3%,
5.0%, 1.4%, 6.0%, ounting Ar h/Tented Ar h onfusions as
orre t. For these results, however, where an alternate lass
label is given ( f. se tion 6.1), either answer is onsidered to
be orre t, giving a higher a ura y than would be obtained
under the same onditions we have used.

System
Combination lassi er
PCASYS
Jain et al.

Error (%)
5.1
6.1
6.2

EÆ ien y
3.37
3.37
3.32

Table 4: Comparative error rates and eÆ ien ies for
three systems on the se ond half of the NIST-4 data
using true lass frequen y weightings.

arti ial noise pro esses. Although [22℄ and [6℄ use
the NIST-4 database, they test on se ond imprints
of the same ngers that were used for training, an
unrealisti s enario for whi h lassi ation by re ognition of the ngerprints would result in mu h lower
re ognition rates, and eÆ ien ies of the order of many
thousands. [29℄ average over ve samples of a ngerprint before attempting lassi ation.
A nal problem with previous work is that the a ura ies of the systems are simply not high enough.
If one is to get the full ltering e e t of the lassi ation, only the top lass must be hosen, and it has
been seen that the lassi ation a ura ies for the top
lass (no paper presents any other a ura y, su h as
top 2 et .) is never high enough to be used in a real
system. The higher a ura ies that are obtained are
a hieved by reje ting diÆ ult prints, so the ltering
a hieved is even lower. Karu and Jain [4℄ quote the
a eptable error rate for the FBI as being 1% at 20%
reje tion rate. With four lasses, using equation 9,
this is equivalent to a ltering eÆ ien y of 2.816, a
performan e a hieved by the ombination lassi er

des ribed here and by no previous system, as shown
in gure 7.

9 Con lusions
This paper has proposed two new, e e tive methods
for ngerprint lassi ation whi h do not require ore
and delta information, and whi h have been designed
to work on both dabs and rolled prints. The ombination of lassi ers des ribed here produ es signi antly better results than any of the omponent lassi ers. Existing Henry ngerprint lassi er a ura ies
fall short of what is required to make a signi ant
ontribution to an AFI system.
This paper has proposed a method for omparing
the eÆ ien ies of di erent lassi ation s hemes and
des ribes a system for a hieving an arbitrary degree
of a ura y from a lassi ation system while evaluating the e e t of the trade o . By this means, urrent ngerprint lassi ers an be rendered of use in
an AFI system. The new lassi ation ombination
an a hieve a ltering eÆ ien y of 2.8, with an error
rate of only 1.0%, meeting the FBI requirements for
a lassi ation system, and is the rst system known
to the authors to a heive this. Performan e for this
Henry system is omparable to the performan e of
ontinuous lassi ers and extensions are envisaged to
adapt the methods here for non-Henry and ontinuous lassi ation
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